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ABSTRACT 
Now a day’s most of the people want to communicate using multimedia information (Unstructured data) instead of text messages 
(Structured data). One of the best way of understanding and sharing of information is images. Desired Image retrieval is 
considered to be more challenging task on the web. In order to retrieve desired images we have to make more attention on 
identifying and handling weakly labeled images. The weakly labeled images provide partial information of the image or noisy tags. 
This paper surveys various strategies which developed recently used for handling weakly labeled images. In this paper we have 
discussed the different patterns of user intention and following sections discussed the various image retagging methods (batch 
mode retagging, semi supervised deep learning) to handle weakly labeled images. Finally this paper presents the comparative 
analysis of various strategies proposed by the research authors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Now a day’s most of the people want to communicate using multimedia information instead of text 

messages. One of the best ways of understanding and sharing of information is images. Desired Image retrieval 

is considered to be more challenging task on the web. In the image retrieval techniques, there are three different 

patterns of user intention: Search by Association, Target the Search and Category Search [6]. (1) Search by 

Association: when Category Search there is no exact image but having an intention to find new interesting 

images. (2) Target the Search: When there is the user has specific image to search and (3) Category Search: 

When there is the user has an image and the search for the other images of the same class/category. One of the 

major issues in an image is weakly labeled images that are the labels given by the internet user may be 

incomplete, ambiguous overly personalized and unlabeled.    

 

2. Image Tagging: 

In figure [1] an image tagging can be categorized into two types (i) Learning-based methods and (ii) Web 

data-based methods [10]. 
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Fig. 1: Category of Image tagging 

 

Learning based Method: 

Generally it is dependent on training data where classifiers are learnt from the training data and then used to 

discover the existence of the concepts in the test data. 

 

Web data-based methods: 

Generally it is a data driven approach for image tagging. 

 

3. Roots for Weakly labeled images on the web: 

In social media sharing websites such as Flickr, the images are presented by rich and noisy text description. 

Mostly the Flickr users   upload a group of photos captured within a short period for a memorable event, a 

particular activity, a trip, and so on, and the semantic concepts of photos in the same group are usually 

correlated [9]. However, most of the Flickr users are unwilling to add tags to all photos in the same group. So it 

leads to generate weakly or noisy tag in social media sharing websites. Such tags can extensively degrade the 

performance of tag based retrieval.Yi Shen et al. used the term loosely tagged images in order to differentiate 

collaboratively tagged image (leveraging the collaborative efforts of a large population of Internet users) from 

professionally labelled images[11]. 

 

4. Methods for handling Weakly Labeled images: 

4.1. Multi task SVM Classifier: 

Yi Shen et al. showed that Multi-task Structured SVM that helps to enhance discrimination power by 

leveraging both the inter-object  correlations and the loosely-tagged images for achieving more effective 

training of a large number of inter-related object classifiers[11].In Figure.1 we see 3 main contributions that are  

multiple instance learning, construct object correlation network  and multi-task structured SVM algorithm . 

 

(1) Multiple instance learning:  

Used for automatically identify the labels for the relevant image instances in the positive tags before that 

each loosely-tagged image was partitioned into a set of image regions.  

 

(2) Object correlation network:  

 

Used for characterizing the inter-object correlations explicitly and identifying the inter-related learning tasks 

automatically.  

 

(3) Multi-task structured SVM algorithm:  

 

Used For leverage the inter-object correlations for classifier training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: The flowchart of multi-task structured SVM scheme for inter-related classifier training. 

 

4.2 Batch Mode Retagging Methods: 

In order to tackle the problem of weakly labeled image, L. Chen et.al proposed batch mode retagging 

method, which automatically re- fine noisy tags of a group of Flickr images uploaded by the same user within a 

short period [9].L. Chen et al., proposed four steps which is shown in figure 3. 
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(1)Automatic Web Image Retrieval: 

[9] used Inverted file method to discovery all positive as well as negative training web images. By using it, 

the loosely training set was constructed. 

 

(2)Initial Tag Relevance Estimation: 

Based on the loosely labeled training dataset, they trained SVM with Augmented Features (AFSVM) 

classifier for all the tag of test data set by using the pre learned SVM Classifier of popular tags. 

 

(4) Graph-Based Tag Refinement:  

Which is used both visual similarities of test images within the same group as well as the semantic 

proximities of their tags for better refinement of the tags. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Frame work for Tag-based photo retrieval. 

 

(5) Tag-Based Image Retrieval: 

Used to rank the images based on their relevance scores. 

 

4.3 Region level labeling: 

W. Zhang, Y et al. proposed region level labeling instead of image level labeling for automatic image 

annotation [8]. In figure4 shown the flow of the following: 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Region level labeling 

 

(1) Segmentation: 

Each image is segmented into regions. 
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(2) Clustering: 

All regions are clustered into several groups using Affinity Propagation which is based on visual similarity. 

 

(3) Label Confidence vector: 

After mapping image regions from the visual feature space to the semantic label space, the label confidence 

vector for the image region can be estimated as a locally weighted average of the labels. 

 

(4) Investigate label vector matrix: 

with respect to row picture and column picture in order to improve effectiveness of the system. 

 

4.4 Semi supervised deep learning: 

fei Wu et al. proposed weakly semi supervised deep learning(WeSed)[4]. In figure 5 shows the working 

model of it. 

1.Weakly Weighted Pairwise Ranking Loss (W2PR) for handling weakly labeled images. 

2.Triplet similarity(TS) loss for  handling unlabeled images. 

3. CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) used triplet sampling algorithm. 

[4] Configured 3 deep CNNs and also share same weights to perform feature learning from an image triplet. 

Three different layers such as ranking layer, Weakly Weighted Pairwise Ranking Loss (W2PR) and Triplet 

similarity loss layer are used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: WeSed approach 

 

4.5 Collaborative tag Propagation: 

Dong Liu et al. proposed image retagging schema by using collaborative tag propagation which is shown in 

figure 6. [19] Work flow starts with user provided tags which is usually imprecise and incomplete in nature. 

Then it learned tag specific visual sub vocabulary for each tag provided by users. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Collaborative Tag propagation 

 

After that tag specific image similarity graph and multiple tag specific similarity graph is constructed. In 

order to reduce the computation cost , portioning the tag similarity graph into sub graph using normalized cut 

algorithms. Finally the retagging results displayed which improved the quality of the tag. 
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4.6 Intent search: 

Xiaoou Tang et al. Proposed Intent Search by  using One-Click Internet Image [20]. 

Figure 7 shown the overview of the intent search for removing ambiguous  or noisy search results.The 

following steps proposed by   Xiaoou Tang et al. as follows: 

• [5] used text based search from bing.  

• From the image results the user clicked one image depends upon their intent. 

• Query image can be categorized into one of the predefined adaptive weight schema such as portrait, 

scenery to combine the visual features. 

• Image Clustering performed based on all image tags and visual contents. 

• After that query specific visual similarity metrics and textual similarity metrics was learned (query 

Expansion) 

• The reranking results displayed to the user. 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Intent Search using one-click 

 

5. Table Summary: 

 
Ref. paper No. Proposed Algorithms Existing algorithms and its drawbacks Proposed Advantages 

[11] 1.Multiple instance learning 

2.Object correlation network 

3.Multi-task structured SVM 
algorithm 

1.Structured 

SVM algorithm[12] 

2.Multi-label multiple 
instance learning (MLMIL) algorithm[12] 

Drawbacks 

1.Both above algorithms model the inter-
object correlations 

in the label space (output space) rather 

than in 
the feature space (input space). 

1.Increase the discrimination 

power 

2.Save Cost for object detection 
by exploiting the inter- object 

correlations in the feature 

space(input space) 
3.Tackle the issues of loose 

labeled & also multi tag   

[9] 1.Inverted file method 

2. SVM  with Augmented 
feature(AFSVM) 

3. Graph-Based Tag Refinement 

1.kNN Classifier 

2. KDE[14] RW(Kernel Density 
Estimation (KDE) + Random Walk 

(RW))[15] 

Drawbacks 
1. Unpopular tags are less pronounced. 

2. The tag relevancy  is learnt  by 

counting the tag votes from visually 
similar photo and not semantically 

1.Web data based image 

tagging (Image tagging 
method is inherently not limited 

by any predefined lexicon.) 

2.AFSVM better than SVM for 
unpopular tags are used as 

queries 

3. Photosig data set used for 
training purpose because it is 
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relevant to the query image. less noisy than Flickr. 

 

[8] 1.Clustering Algorithm-Affinity 
Propagation 

2.Quadratic Programming 

(QP) 

1. SVM  with Augmented 
feature(AFSVM)[9] 

2. Graph-based semi supervised 

Learning[16] 
3.SMSE[17] 

Drawbacks 

1. Both above Methods 
Used the association between the images 

and their labels only at the image level 

rather than at the region level. 
2. Minimum 50% subset used for training 

subset. 

 

1. It provided the region level 
lables for the objects instead of 

image level lables. 

2.It Performed label prediction 
and label-to-region assignment 

based on weakly-labeled web 

image dataset concurrently. 
3. The number of labeled image 

is smaller than the number of 

unlabeled images. 

[4] 1. Weakly Weighted Pairwise 

Ranking Loss (W2PR) 

2. Triplet similarity(TS) 

1. Weighted Approximate Ranking 

Pairwise(WARP) loss[18] 

2. Pair wise Ranking 
Drawbacks 

1. WARP Method  is suitable for the fully 

labeled training images 
 2. PR directly models the image 

annotation problem. 

3. The above two method based on 
relative similarity. 

1.It is based on Semantic 

similarity among images 

2. No explicit information is 
given for similarity 

identification among triplet 

images. 

[19] 1. multiple graph-based multi-label 

learning problem 
2. tag-specific visual vocabulary 

learning algorithm. 

1.Attribute based classification[22] 

Drawbacks 
1.Failed to consider correlation among 

labels 

2.[19] Used only semantic consistency  

1.It Simultaneously maximizes 

the visual and semantic 
consistency  

2.It minimized the time to 

derive from initial user 
provided tags 

[5] 1. Image clustering-Keyword 

expansion. 

2.Feature Weight Learning 
3.Adaptive weighted schema 

4.ExtBoth(V+T) 

1.Crossmedia[20] 

2.PRF-Pseudo Relevance Feedback[21] 

Drawback 
1.Semantic diversity of the top-k images 

may not meet the user search intention 

1.It gave more important for 

both textual and image query  

 2.It increased precision  
3.It returned both visually and 

semantically consistent 

 

6. Terminology” 

 

• Semantic gap: gap between high level features to low level features. If semantic gap is less means the 

image retrieval system is efficient. 

• Low Level Features: Features from visual content such as color, texture, size. 

• High Level Features: Features are described by the users about images. This type of feature is known 

as semantic Features. 

• Supervised Learning: Train the machine to learn by examples (output datasets are provided for every 

input dataset).It is mainly used for classification problem. 

• Unsupervised Learning: Train the machine only with the set of input dataset. Here there is no 

predefined output dataset. It is mainly used for clustering problem. 

 

Conclusion: 

We have studied the different techniques of handling weakly labeled images. This paper shows the upsides 

and downsides of each method in various aspects. The survey mainly focuses on two consistencies such as 

visual and semantic consistency. The efficiency of the surveyed method can be measured in terms of semantic 

gap, reranking and clustering problem. 
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